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1. Search box: add magnifying glass and change help text to "Search segments"
2. Replace magnifying glass button with a Search button, tertiary style
3. Align top widgets with table. CSS: ID=search-widgets

padding-left: 10px;
padding-right: 10px;

4. Reorder buttons
5. Change "Query Builder" to "Segment Builder"
6. Change "Name" to "Segment Name"
7. Change "Clone Query" to "Clone Segment"
8. Count, align with column. CSS:

text-align: right; 
9. Last Updated, align with column. CSS: 

text-align: right; 
10. Change Plus sign icon to an arrow icon to better indicate the menu
11. Remove border around table
12. Remove 18px top margin on the DIV around the table
13. Add page title
14. Change pagination style to match AOS
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Segment Name

0

COUNT

RESET

CALCULATE

SAVE

Description (optional)

Search data
INCLUDE

Drag data from the left

EXCLUDE

Drag data from the left

Instructions

DATA
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Segment Name

0

COUNT

RESET

CALCULATE

SAVE

Description (optional)

Search data
INCLUDE

Drag elements from the left

EXCLUDE

Drag data from the left

Instructions

DATA

1 Find data elements

2 Drag elements to build your segment

3 Calculate your reach

5 Save it!

Build an audience segment in 5 easy steps

4 Name it

Overlay appears the first time users visit the Segment 
Builder. Clicking the X or hitting the ESC key hides the 
overlay. The overlay can be displayed again from the UI 
on the page.

SAVE

CALCULATE

Segment Name

Drag data from the left
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Segment Name

Description (optional)

SAVE RESET

Search data
INCLUDE

EXCLUDE

Drag data from the left

AND

Geography
AK\AL\AR\AS\AZ\CA\CO\CT\DC\DE\FL\FM\GA\GU\HI\IA… 123,456

Instructions

123,456

COUNT

CALCULATE

DATA
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CANCELSELECT

Current Changes

1. Remove border around field
2. Add magnifying glass and change text
3. Add space between checkboxes and labels!
4. Use standard button arrangement
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3

Search attributes
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Segment Name

Description (optional)

SAVE RESET

Search data
INCLUDE

EXCLUDE

Drag data from the left

AND

Geography
AK\AL\AR\AS\AZ\CA\CO\CT\DC\DE\FL\FM\GA\GU\HI\IA… 123,456

123,456

COUNT

CALCULATE

DATA

1
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4

1. Change "Query Builder" to "Segment Builder"
2. Remove arrow text from Back button
3. Add magnifying glass icon & change help text to "Search data"
4. Underline links on hover. When loading the page, default the tree to collapse all
5. Add more whitespace around search box and links. CSS for .acxm-section-header:

padding: 10px;
6. Change the tree header. CSS:

border: none;
background:  #f9f9f9;
text-transform: uppercase;
color: #999999;
cursor: auto;
padding-left: 10px; (align with search box)

7. Additional changes for "Count". CSS:
color: #999999;
margin-right: 10px; (align with links)

8. Reduce the UI chrome used in the tree. CSS for .acxm-taxonomy-element-node:
border: none;
margin: 1px;
border-radius: 0px;

9. Remove border around tree. CSS for .acxm-tree:
border: none;

10. Include & Exclude boxes
background:  #f9f9f9;
text-transform: uppercase;
color: #999999;
font-size: 13px;
border: (2px, bottom, white)

11. Green box: 15px padding on left, right, and bottom
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12. White box:
Position further down, so that it clears the AND menu by at least 7px
Change color of text on second line to #999999
Use more subtle drag handle and remove vertical line
Remove all expand/collapse functionality
Always show edit and delete buttons, use new icons
Always show counts
List of specific elements limited to one line (now slightly longer) and truncates with ellipses

13. Zero Data State Drag Prompt
height: 70px; (approx same as a green box with one element)
background: white;
border: dotted; (same as green box)
color: #999999;
font-size: 15px;

14. Count Area, for text:
color: #333333;
font-size: 15px;

15. Calculate button: use action button style, Calculate is disabled if there are no elements in the include box. 
Calculate is also disabled after users click it and the total count is updated. The button re-enables when users do 
something that would affect the counts, such as adding, removing, or editing an element. When the button re-
enables, set the count to 0, because it is no longer valid.
16. Remove box around this area. Use AOS style text fields (they have an inner shadow not shown above)
17. Create button: use primary button style. Create is disabled if there are no elements in the include box. 
Counts must be calculated before a segment can be created. When create is clicked, check to see if the counts 
need to be recalculated. If they do, display the alert message to the left, calculate the counts, and then stop, 
allowing the user to review the counts. The user must now click create again to create the segment.  If the 
count's don't need to be updated, the segment is simply created on click.
18. Remove both clear buttons and have one Reset button down at the bottom. Use the tertiary button style. 
Reset is disabled if there are no elements in either the include or exclude box. Clicking Reset displays a 
confirmation dialog (see left)
19. Instructions displays the first time overlay
20. Use the same icon (the diamond), interaction behavior (on hover), tooltip, and display of counts as is used in 
the segment table
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SAVE

Calculating Counts…

The counts need to be calculated before your 
segment can be created. Please review the 
counts and click Save again to proceed with 
creating your segment. 

✕

Instructions
19

RESET

Reset Segment

Are you sure you wish to clear all work?

YES NO

15
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